A spatial inhomogeneous generalization of the kinetic mean field model of a ferromagnet is described by a generalized van der Pol equation whose solutions represent soliton-like structures analogous spontaneous symmetry breaking in gauge theories. § 1. Introduction
The analogy between the Feynman propagator for a relativistic free, spin-I/2 particle l ) and a one dimensional Ising model has been given by Gersch 2 ) and further developed by Jacobson and Schulman.
3 )
Feynman's model of an electron shuttling back and forth at the speed of light (lik~ a two component neutrino) was shown to be equivalent, in the sense of analytic continuation, to a Poisson process described by telegrapher's equation. 4 ) Naturally, the analytic continuation of this equation gave Dirac's equation if the chirality amplitudes were identified with the probability density of the actual particle. It was remarked,5) that the association of probability amplitudes and bona fide probabilities does not necessarily follow from analytic continuation and how Dirac's equation could be obtained from a purely classical variation problem which used as its constraint that the probability density retain its correct quantum mechanical form.
If we want to retain the single particle interpretation of the Dirac wavefunction, even in the presence of electromagnetic interaction, we are forced into a serious modification of a single particle theory by having to introduce an infinite number of negative energy states. In fact, the interference between positive-and negative-energy components in the wave packet gives rise to the phenomenon of Zwitterbewegung or the quivering motion of an electron. This led to a formulation of a classical theory of the Dirac field, in analogy with a standard classical Lagrangian formalism, and then to the quantization of the dynamical excitations of the Dirac field.
Jacobson and Schulman
3
) also drew an analogy between the spontaneous broken symmetry of gauge theories and a perturbation expansion of the Feynman propagator sum in which each switch in direction bf the particle would correspond to scattering by an external potential. Spontaneous symmetry breaking 6 ) is used to introduce a mass term which if initially included in the Lagrangian of the gauge field would lead to a violation of gauge symmetry.7) The idea is to introduce a potential, ofthe Ginsburg-Landau type,S) which upon the variation of a certain characteristic parameter would transform from a single into a double well potential. This coefficient, as it passes from positive to negative values, is associated with mass of the particle. The new ground state plays the role of a self-coherent field which breaks gauge symmetry. However what is the concrete physical meaning of this potential and what is the significance of the arbitrary parameter which undergoes a sign change? One has to presuppose that the scalar Higgs field describes a condensate like that of Cooper pairs in superconductivity.9) Local excitations in a disordered system are transformed into extended, coherent states manifesting long range order. No matter how good the analogy may be, the phenomenological character of the Higgs mechanism reduces its predictive power. 10 )
It therefore appears worthwhile to search for classical stochastic generalization of the relativistic description of the electron which would provide a physical mechanism for spontaneous symmetry breaking. § 2. The model Gaveau et aV) consider a particle moving on the line with a fixed speed u. The line is made up of a lattice of points which at any point, the particle can reverse its direction. These reversals occur at random and are supposed to be Poisson distributed. The reversals occur at a fixed rate a and the probability of a reversal in the time interval Llt is aLlt. The probability that the direction of the motion will be maintained is . Then if P+(x, t) and P-(x, t) are the probability densities for the particle at x at time t which moves to the right and left, respectively, we come out with the telegrapher's equation. The rather remarkable feature is that this simple random walk model leads to a hyperbolic rather than a parabolic, diffusion equation which one would normally expect. The motion is not a slow and diffusive type but rather that of a propagating wave with an attenuation coefficient a. Hence we still do not have anything which would give rise to an extended coherent state.
Gersch's analogy2) between the Feynman "chessboard problem" and the classical one dimensional Ising model can be used to generalize telegrapher's equation into a nonlinear field equation whose solutions represent waves of permanent profile which propagate at constant velocity with unchanging shape. It is well-known that quantization of such types of solutions, known as solitons, leads to the appearance of particles with extremely large mass. 10 ) We enclose every corner in the path trajectory of the particle in a cell which contains enough elementary magnets so that we can still talk about a local, but macroscopic, magnetization in each cell. The center of the cell is denoted by x which corresponds to the spin reversal boundary. Weare thus led to introduce a local density N (x, t) = P + (x, t) + P-(x, t) as well as a space and time dependent magnetization, M(x, t) = P+(x, t) -P-(x, t). The local magnetization M (x, t) will influence the probability of particle reversing its direction (or spin) at a corner (or spin reversal boundary) through the Boltzmann factors exp{±jM(x, t)/N(x, t)}. The ratio ±M(x, t)/N(x, t) is energy required for reversing a particle direction (or flipping a spin) where the + (respectively, -) sign refers to a particle moving to the right (respectively, left) undergoing a change in direction (or spin). The exchange parameter ] = jk B T > 0 so that a ferromagnetic ordering is favored. The probabilities for a reversal in time Llt in the mean field model are therefore (aLlt)exp{±jM(x, t)/N(x, t)} where a is the collision frequency.
The master equations for a small time interval Llt are 
P±(x, t+Llt)=P±(x+Llx, t){1-aexP[+JM(x, t)/N(x, t)]Llt}

+P.(x±L1x, t)aexp[±jM(x, t)/N(x, t)]L1t
(1) which upon passing to the limit L1t ~ 0 become
Adding and subtracting the equations give
respectively. Writing n=lnN and m=M/N, the latter having the role of an order parameter, Eqs. (3) and (4) become
Since the order parameter is assumed small, Eqs. (5) and (6) can be linearized by neglecting quadratic terms in the order parameter. Equations (5) and (6) are coupled, so that in order to discern which terms can be neglected we first multiply Eq. (6) by m and subtract it from Eq. (5) . This gives
Discarding terms which are nonlinear in m, Eq. (7) becomes the continuity equation:
Similarly, multiplying Eq. (5) by m and subtracting it from (6) gives
Again neglecting nonlinear terms in the order parameter, we get the equation of motion:
Note that if nand m were space independent, both Eqs. (7) and (9) would reduce to the equation of motion for the average magnetization per spin in the mean-field model. Finally, eliminating n between Eqs. (8) and (10) 
where Fl and F2 represent waves propagating to the right and left, respectively. The approximate solution (12) will be valid for a small attenuation coefficient
This will be true, in general, for a small collision frequency a, or in particular, near the critical point where j ~ j c = 1 for an arbitrary collision frequency. Thus above the critical point, no extended mode exists for telegrapher's equation and all excitations die out in time. In their derivation of the one dimensional Dirac equation, Gaveau et al. 4) make the identification a~imo in telegrapher's equation, in units where c= h=1 and mo is the rest mass. Associating the particle with the field, we would conclude from Eq. (11) that the mass term of the field vanishes at the critical temperature, j= jc, which is a well· known field theoretic resule)
Once below the Curie temperature (i.e., j > 1), the attenuation coefficient becomes negative and the amplitude begins to grow in time. The nonlinearities in Eqs. (7) and (9) can no longer be neglected. In order to pinpoint the essential nonlinearities which give rise to such a phenomenon, we differentiate Eq. (9) with respect to time thereby obtaining:
Now multiplying Eq. (7) by u and differentiating with respect to x, we get
Subtracting (14) from (13) 
Using Eq. (9) to eliminate axn and Eq. (7) to eliminate atn, we find the complete wave equation to be:
Retaining the smallest nonlinear terms in the magnetization and working in the region slightly below the critical point, delineated by small values of the pump parameter lal, we obtain the effective wave equation: (17) where the "coupling" constant,!3= a(p / 3!) (3-j) >0. Equation (17) can be considered to be a slight variation of the "generalized" van der Pol equation.l2),*) The nonlinear term
!3m
3 in Eq. (17) places a nonlinear bound on the growth of the order parameter and it is responsible for the creation of a wave of permanent profile which represents a propagating disturbance or "extended particle."
however, that wave interaction between the two waves traveling in opposite directions in (12) can lead to "nondestructive" collisions even above the Curie temperature provided there is a small but finite magnetic field present. There is a gain in the order parameter amplitude in a certain zone delineated by its stationary solutions provided the interaction time is less than a-
The effect would be analogous to "particle-antiparticle creation." Assuming that the order parameter depends on space and time only through the combination ~ = x -ct, where c is an assumed velocity of propagation, we look for a solution to Eq. (17) of the form:
This converts the partial differential equation (17) into the ordinary differential equation.
It is important to bear in mind that studies in ~-space cannot yield sufficient conditions of the corresponding waveforms. 14 ) This is a consequence of the fact that we are interested in the stability of the original differential equation (17), while, in ~-space, we are dealing with a ~-equation. Introducing transformation (18) into the partial differential equation (17), we perform a first integration to obtain:
where K is a constant of integration. Equation (19) can be written in the form:
where x={2c/(c2-u 2 )}S. ( 
21)
Noting that ,[(rp-A)(rp-B)(rp-C)]-l= rl (rp-A) + sl (rp-B)
+ tl (rp-C), so that d{ln(rp-A)T(rp-B)S(rp-C)t}=xd~, which can be integrated directly to give (rp_A)T(rp-B)S(rp-C)t=e~(<f-<fo), (22) where ~o is a constant of integration and for distinct roots, r =
[( C -A)(B -A) ]-\ s=-[(C-B)(B-A)]-l and t=[(C-A)(C-B)]-l.
Of all the phase trajectories which correspond to waves of permanent profile, the only ones which will be of interest to us will be those waves which are bounded since they will correspond to physically realizable solutions. Since we are dealing with a first order differential equation, the physically realizable solutions will correspond to open trajectories which emerge from a singular point at large negative val_tIes of ~ and evolve to another singular point at ~ -? + 00. These solutions describe localized disturbances and represent a transition from one equilibrium point to dW/ d ( another. . The singularities or equilibrium states of Eq. (20) occur only at the points in the d~rp-rp plane where d~rp vanishes. If the discriminant of the cubic equation turns out to be negative, then there will be three real solutions which we assume to be arranged in the hierarchy A < B < C, as
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shown in Fig. 1 . The stability configu, ration can be deciphered by linearizing (20) about each of the equilibrium states and choosing a perturbation of the form exp( Y~). In order for any equilibrium state to be stable, the perturbation must decay in time or equivalently as ~ ~ -00 for t~ +00. Thus, for stability we require . Y= [d"d.9'] o >0 where the subscript means that the derivative is to be evaluated at the = -xl sand Yc = xl t. Therefore, the equilibrium states A and C will be stable while B will be unstable for x >0 or c> u. This corresponds to our physical intuition: between any two "sinks" there is a "source".
In order to pursue the matter in greater detail, it is necessary to analyze a specific configuration. Consider the case of three real distinct roots, shown in 
Choosing the integrating constant such that
where 9'0 is the initial value of 9', solution (23) can be written in the form:
The trajectories will leave the singular points A or C at ~= -00 and approach B as ~~OO. This represents a temporal transition from the unstable state B to one of the stable ones A or B. The larger the effective amplification coefficient x is the nearer u is to c, so that for u~ c, 9' represents a very sudden rise to its final asymptotic values, A or B, independently of the initial condition.*) The time (or space) derivative of the order parameter will therefore represent sharp impulse propagating at constant velocity. This rapid transition to the stable "vacuum': states, A and C, is the so-called spontaneous symmetry breaking.7)
The integration constant in (24) can be obtained by considering the differential equation (20) which in the present case is (26) *) Reference 12) contains an error in that it arrives at the conclusion that the waveform, derived from the generalized van der Pol equation must represent as very sudden drop in the value of the dependent variable. This effect is in contradiction with the physical nature of the dissipation term: the amplitude grows until it is compensat· ed by nonlinear dissipation. The conclusion can be traced to the assumption c< u which has the effect of exchanging the stability characteristics of B and A and C. It would be tantamount to a "symmetry restoration" which cannot be achieved without invoking the presence of external fields as in Sec. 4 which can be simply integrated to give: (29) where <Po ( = 1/ rp02) is a constant of integration. Upon reverting to our original variable rp, we obtain solution (25) and this identifies (24) as the constant of integration. § 4. Discussion
There is an analogy between spontaneous symmetry breaking in field theory and the Curie-Weiss model of long range order in a ferromagnetic. Out of a disordered state of localized excitations, there arises below the critical temperature an extended excitation which propagates with permanent profile and constant velocity. For a vanishing coupling parameter, it reduces to telegrapher's equation description and its known equ"ivalence (in the sense of analytic continuation) with the Dirac equation. 4 ) Another point worth noting deals with Goldstone's theorem 16 ) which asserts that if the ground state does not share the symmetry of model then it must contain a zero-mass particle. The scalar field acquires a non-vanishing ground state expectation value. Such cooperative excitations are well-known in solid state physics; for a ferromagnetic, they are known as Bloch spin waves which are due to the precession of the direction of magnetization.l7) Coleman 18 ) has shown that there are no Goldstone bosons in one spatial dimension. This says nothing about the Goldstone-Higgs mechanism which may well occur in a single spatial dimension. Although the unphysical or "ghost" field, associated with the Goldstone waves, provides the necessary degree of freedom for the vector field to acquire mass, it can be gotten rid of by fixing the gauge. The symmetry breaking we have d~scribed here would correspond to the-appearance of stable particles with finite mass and thus wo.uld not come under the jurisdiction of Coleman's theorem.
Finally, we remark that in the spontaneously symmetry breaking field theories, the field equations are' derived from a Lagrangian which is modelled after a classical field Lagrangian with a Ginsburg-Landau potential. The distinction between the Classical field theories and the one presented here can be seen in the type of nonlinear wave propagation which they predict. The former leads to conservative nonlinear propagation, where the nonlinearities appear in the energy terms, while the latter involves active nonlinear propagation in which the nonlinearities appear in dissipative terms.
